REMOTE SERVER APPLICATIONS
Remote access is the ability to access a network, a personal computer, a server, or other device
from a distance for the purpose of controlling it or to access data. Today, remote access is
usually accomplished over the Internet, although a local IP network, telephone lines, cellular
service, or leased lines may also be used.
Remote access is a very general term that covers a wide range of applications from
telecommuting to resetting a distant server. Here are just a few of the applications that fall under
the remote access umbrella:
Remote network access
A common use for remote access is to provide corporate network access to employees who work
at home or are in sales or other traveling positions. This kind of remote access typically uses
IPsec VPN Tunnel to authenticate and secure connections.
Remote desktop access
Remote desktop access enables users to access a computer remotely from another computer and
take control of it as if it were local. This kind of remote control requires that special software—
which is included with most operating systems—be installed and enabled. It’s often used by
those who travel frequently to access their “home” computer, and by network administrators for
remote server access. This remote access method has some inherent security concerns and is
usually incompatible with firewalls, so it’s important to be aware of its limitations and use
adequate security precautions.
Remote KVM access
A common application in organizations that maintain servers across multiple sites is server
administration through an IP-enabled KVM switch. These IP-addressable switches support one
or more servers and have an integral Web server, enabling users to access them over the Internet
through a Web browser. Because they’re intended for Internet use, these switches offer
authentication and encryption for secure connections.
Remote power management
Anyone who’s ever had to get out of bed in the middle of the night to go switch a server off and
back on again to reset it can appreciate the convenience of remote power switch. Remote power
managers have a wide range of capabilities ranging from simple power switching to reboot a
device to sophisticated power monitoring, reporting, and management functions.

AlertWerks ServSensor V4E Hub: Real-time, extensive environment video monitoring and
alerting system.
Remote environmental security monitoring
Remote environmental and security monitoring over the Internet is increasingly popular, largely
because of the cost savings of using existing network infrastructure rather than a proprietary
security system. This application requires IP-addressable hubs that support a variety of sensors
ranging from temperature and humidity to power monitors. Some models even support
surveillance cameras.
Cost savings for you
With today’s ubiquitous Internet availability, remote access is increasingly popular and often
results in significant cost savings by enabling greater network access and reducing travel to
remote sites

